
Formation of 10 IOWC

Mobile Units

UNIT

NUMBER COMMANDER STATE TERRITORY REGION HQS.

1 Mr. Paul Werner CA, NV, AZ, UT, HI #1 Los Angeles

2 Dr. Joseph Sheftick KY,WV,VA, MD.DE.DC #7 Wash., D.C.

3 Mr. Perry Cordill LA.AR.MO, TN.MS #5 St. Louis, Mo

4 Mr. Ken Sudo WI.MI, IL, IN.OH #8 Chicago

5 Mr. Martin Porter AL, GA, FL, SC, NC #6 Atlanta

6 Mr. TeddyVerheyen PA, NY, NJ, CT #9 Philadelphia

7 Mr. Reiner Vincenz WA.OR, ID.WY, AK, MT #2 Seattle

8 Mr. Hugh Spurgin MN.ND, SK, NE, IA #3 Minneapolis

9 Mr. Philip Burley CO, NM,TX,KS,OK #4 Dallas

10 Dr. William Bergman VT, MA, NH.ME, Rl #10 Boston
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Region #2 led by IOWC #7Mobile Unit Commander Reiner Vincenz. His OWC Commanders: Michael Cate, Sara

Mazumdar, Regis Hanna, Sam Pell, Robin Kuhl.
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Region #3 led by IOWC #8 Mobile Unit Commander Hugh Spurgin. His OWC Commanders: Jim Gavin, Lokesh

Mazumdar, Klaus Werner, Len Collier.

Region *4 led by IOWC *9 Mobile Unit Commander Philip Burley. His OWC Commanders: John Doroski, David Flores,
Sara Reinhardt, John Harries.
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Region #5 led by IOWC #3 Mobile Unit Commander Perry Cordill. His OWC Commanders: Sandy Boshart, Joachim

Becker, Mark Erickson, Mark Pierron, Richard Barlow.

Region #6 led by IOWC * 5 Mobile Unit Commander Martin Porter. His OWC Commanders: Kevin McCarthy, Jack Hart,

Robert Williamson, Gary Fleischer, Beverly
Lee.
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Region #7 led by IOWC #2 Mobile Unit Commander Dr. Joseph Sheftick. His OWC Commanders: Dan Stein, Robert

Sullivan, Greg Breland, Eric Holt, Michael Beard, Guido Lombard!.

Region =8 led by IOWC -4 Mobile Unit Commander Ken Sudo. His OWC Commanders: Gilbert Fox, Chris Olson, Werner

Seubert. Richard Parks, Jon Schuhart.
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Region #10 led by IOWC #10 Mobile Unit Commander Dr. William Bergman. His OWC Commanders: Dr. Edwin Ang,

George Glass, Richard Hunter, Michael Smith, Jeffrey Tallakson.
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We are in a hurry, We cannot allow any time for
discussion ot strategy. We cannot have this luxury.
We must go on. I feel the urgency of the heavenly
time schedule, and we mustmeet every phase of
this schedule, without failing. Indeed we must

declare an hour of emergency.

Since last year, October 1st, when we launched
the Day of Hope tour in New York, seven months
have passed. During this seven-month period how
much work have we done? How much impact have
we created, nationally and internationally? You are
the witnesses. If we go on at this pace for three
years, what will happen?

The problem is not persecution or external

attack. The problem is internal. How strong is our
dedication? How strong is our unity? Even though
our conviction is strong and we are truly united, if
we have no power or strength to fight, we cannot
move on to victory. It is my problem and my task to
elevate the standard of leadership in each state, so
that they will have the strength to generate power
and influence throughout their state.
This particular period is an extraordinary period

in the dispensational history. I have now come to

America, and am operating on a world wide level,
speaking to the American public. I knew from the

beginning of the 32-city tour that some opposition
would be mounting, even on a national level. Over
the last two months I am feeling everymoment of

the day that this is my cross, my own cross that I

am bearing physically. This is the road of the cross.

Yes, I witness so much opposition outside and in

each city it is intensifying. Our battle is not the

knife battle or the gun battle or the fist battle. Our

battle is that of love. Love is our weapon. We must

gain time. The three years will be good enough for

us. We need three years. In the meantime we must

prepare our ranks. I already declared in the 1972

tour thatAmerica's most extraordinary crises

would come in 1977 and 1978, because the
Communist strategy and Communist infiltration will

be rampant then. At that time, they will go all the

way, to sweep the land. Before that time, we must

prepare our side.

You can well imagine how much importance I

have placed on America, and how much thought I

have put into developing our strategy here. One
proof: I called all the international leaders to

America. They were busy with their own territory,
but I asked them to abandon their territory and
come to America. In other words, I am sacrificing
all other nations for the purpose of victory in

America. American members, when you know my

deep, serious feelings, you must be doubly moving
forward to become a forefront of the entire

movement.

This is extraordinary. Never in the history of

America, probably never in the history of any

nation, has any person or group moved in a

whirlwind like this for seven months without

ceasing. And, I am sure that I am absolutely setting

a new record here in America. So this is one

miracle you have created. And this has been

organized by the outside foreign members, coming
from all different nations, facing a strange land,
without knowing the language, with a different

cultural background, but they created such a

tradition.

So I want you to know, we are in a sacred

mission that will liberate the heart of the Father.

the grief of the Father. We are the liberation army.

Liberating whom? We are liberating God, His

heart, His burdened sorrowful heart the

historical God, and the God of the present.

Your setting the condition by yourself is never
good enough to be victorious. You must draw

God's power. With your power alone you can never

make the goal. You must draw power by being
grafted into the source of power, the source of

life, so that you use that limitless power. I want

you to accomplish your mission. Don't rely on your

own power. Unless you become one with the True

Parents, in no way will power flow into you. So this

is the one basic and fundamental condition.

Each meeting I reiterated that you must be

successful in gaining one member every month. I

said this over and over. How many of you truly felt
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that this was a nail in your heart, and your heart

was truly broken when you could not fulfill that

goal? How much suffering can you feel in your

heart? The entire world and universe is depending
upon us.

And when you are proclaiming the truth of the

Divine Principle, you must proclaim the person of

the True Parent as the historical warrior ot God.

The Divine Principle is that way. When you teach

the Divine Principle, that is the hour of declaration.
This is the final declaration under the sun, the
declaration of the kingdom of God, the coming of
the True Parents. You must become one, united in

one knowledge, united in one energy, and

ultimately united in one heart. Then you must

become a totally selfless person, making yourself a

living sacrifice. Then power, limitless power, will
flow into you.

In a little over one year, actually one year and

one month's time, Reverend Moon, starting from

scratch, has emerged as a formidable entity
worldwide. But it is not for my sake. That's how we

can bring the power of God down to this earth. Let

our observers feel they cannot take us lightly. Yes,
we can be making ourselves really invincible

people. But our people are for righteousness.

I want you to know how privileged you are. In

this same particular time you were born, you were

chosen so that you can sweat together with the

True Parents, and so you can work and battle

together. You are to become a core soldier of the

True Parents. This particular position you will

never buy with money, in the past or in the future.

There is only one time in history that this is true,
and this is your time. Your whole body, every cell
of your body, everymovement, every facial

motion, even every piece of hair, every ounce of

energy, must be directed to this one point. Those

who have developed that attitude, to live or die,
must make it go. Let us once again raise hands.

Thank you.

Sun Myung Moon

Portland Director's Conference

April 14, 1974
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September18th

Could BeTour
Re-birthday.

Rev. SunMyungMoon

"TheNewFuture of
ChiistabnitY"

MadisonSquare Garden7:00 p.m.
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